
Ultra-Videoconferencing

Overview:

McGill Researchers have developed a flexible, low-latency, extremely high throughput IP transport
video conferencing system for audio, video, and vibrosensory data for remote audio-visual
communication. The system “opens a window” between two parties enabling the most realistic
communications environment available. This environment is needed in many high-end applications
such as medicine, long meetings or recitals, where performance is critical and current technology is
deficient.

Characteristics:

 Most advanced validated videoconferencing system available: Flexible, super low-latency IP
transport system for audio, video, and most recently, vibrosensory data. The application has been
used in a range of demanding applications including live concert streaming (1999), remote audio
mixing (2000), collaborative performance (2001), distance masters classes over SDI (2002), and
remote video interpreting of sign language using three simultaneous DV streams (2003) and won
the SuperComputing 2005 conference award for "Most Innovative Use of New Technology.“

 Cusp of New Technology Advancement: While to date the performance of Ultra-Videoconferencing
has been only available in a laboratory setting due to the need for a high speed network and high-
end cameras and displays, the availability and cost of these technologies are reaching a point that
can make this solution cost effective. Ultra-videoconferencing takes advantage of these trends to
provide a real time, no delay, “eye contact quality”, natural conversation experience. Users will
demand this performance once experienced and new markets and applications will open.

 Easy Integration: System was built largely with open standards based technology that will allow
easy integration within a company’s existing systems.

 Robust Market: Videoconferencing continues to be a fast growing market. In Q2 of 2005, the video
conferencing market’s revenues grew 9.9% (annually) to $165.6M according to Wainhouse
Research. The growth in videoconferencing is driven by the robust global business market, higher
travel costs and improved conferencing technology.
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Jeremy Cooperstock :

Associate professor in the department of Electrical and Computer Engineering;
member of the Centre for Intelligent Machines;
founding member of the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in Music Media and Technology at McGill
University.
He directs the Shared Reality Lab and leads the technical development of the Ultra-Videoconferencing

system.
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Research:

Human-computer interaction technologies, emphasizing multimodal sensory augmentation for
communication in both co-present and distributed contexts. The research addresses the full pipeline of
sensory input, analysis, encoding, data distribution and rendering, as well as interaction capabilities and
quality of user experience. Applications of these efforts include distributed training of medical and music
students, augmented environmental awareness for the blind, treatment of lazy eye syndrome, ocean
science observation, highly accurate face and affective state recognition, low-latency uncompressed HD
videoconferencing and multimodal immersive simulation experiences.
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